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Edenwilde is the vibrant and colourful world of illustration artist and surface 
designer Lou Jane. Our current product range includes eco-printed stationery 
(greeting cards and notebooks) as well as fine art prints.

Our aim is to deliver beautifully designed products made locally in Australia. 
We are a conscious brand and are dedicated to working environmentally 
and ethically. Our products are all printed sustainably and locally and our 
packaging is also sustainable.

Lou Jane’s signature style is distinct, with birds and botanicals, abstract mark 
making and pattern play present in her work.  She currently lives and creates 
art in the beautiful seaside town of Kiama, located on the South Coast of New 
South Wales.

Edenwilde has three retail stores (both located on the South Coast) and a 
growing number of select stockists Australia wide. 

ABOUT



Edenwilde’s current collection of illustrated greeting cards are buzzing with colour 
and vibrancy, the perfect way to send a special message. 

Our greeting cards are eco-printed in Australia on a beautiful 350gsm silk stock, 
100% post consumer recycled paper and come with a 100% recycled kraft envelope. 
Cards are A6 in size and blank inside. 

Individual packaging sleeves are available upon request. Sleeves are made from 
polypropylene and can be reused, repurposed or recycled (REDCycle).

Wholesale: $3.00 per unit    |    RRP: $6.00       |    No minimums

CARDS



TOGETHER AT LAST
# HD01

HELLO DREAMER
# HD04

NIGHT GARDEN
# HD03

FOR YOU
# HD06

MINI POTS
# HD02

FLOWER
# HD05

GREETING CARDS | HELLO DREAMER

HEART SHAPED LEAF
# L01

MY HEART
# L03

ETERNAL
# L02

GREETING CARDS | LOVE

NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW

POPULAR



GREETING CARDS | BIRDS & BOTANICALS

POT PLANTS
# BB03

RAINBOW
# BB01

LEAVES
# BB02

TERRACOTTA POT
# BB07

SPRING
# BB04

PINK FLOWERS
# BB09

MONSTERA
# BB05

PINK BIRD
# BB06

YELLOW BIRD
# BB08

TOP SELLER TOP SELLER TOP SELLER



FLAMINGO
# J03

TOUCAN
# J01

LEOPARD
# J02

GREETING CARDS | JUNGLE 

POT PLANT
# BB13

BLUE BIRD
# BB14

TEAPOT
# BB15

HUMMINGBIRD
# BB11

TEA CUP PLANT
# BB10

SWAN
# BB12

POPULAR

POPULAR



BLUE WHALE
# W01

WHALE OF A TIME
# W02

DEEP IN THE OCEAN
# W03

GREETING CARDS | WHALES

GREETING CARDS | CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS SHELFIE
# XMAS06

MERRY CHRISTMAS
# XMAS04

HAPPY CHRISTMAS
# XMAS05

PINK DOVE
# XMAS03

CHRISTMAS TREE
# XMAS01

WHITE DOVE
# XMAS02

POPULAR



Edenwilde notebooks are beautifully eco-printed in Australia on 100% post 
consumer stock. The cover is thick 300gsm uncoated and inside 40 lined pages on 
120gsm white paper. 

Each notebook is A5 in size and comes individually with a product wrap.

There are currently 4 designs to choose from, each with their own printed pattern 
on the inside cover.

Wholesale: $7.50 per unit    |    RRP: $15.00       |    No minimums

NOTEBOOKS



DOT
A5 Notebook # N02

100% recycled 
40 lined pages

Grid pattern
inside cover

TOGETHER AT LAST
A5 Notebook # N01

100% recycled 
40 lined pages

Dot pattern
inside cover

Wholesale $7.50 per unit  |  RRP $15
Each notebook comes with a product wrap (pictured on title page)

Each notebook comes with a product wrap (pictured on title page)

Wholesale $7.50 per unit  |  RRP $15



TAKING FLIGHT
A5 Notebook # N04

100% recycled 
40 lined pages

Dot pattern
inside cover

NIGHT GARDEN
A5 Notebook # N03

100% recycled 
40 lined pages

Line pattern
inside cover

Wholesale $7.50 per unit  |  RRP $15

Wholesale $7.50 per unit  |  RRP $15

Each notebook comes with a product wrap (pictured on title page)

Each notebook comes with a product wrap (pictured on title page)



Edenwilde’s current art print collections include abstract botanicals, plant love illus-
tration, birds, jungle and ocean themes.

Each print is professionally giclee printed in Australia on a lovely bright white 
230gsm stock (100% virgin fibre sourced from sustainable forests with environmen-
tal management system certification, ultra smooth finish, acid free with archival inks 
ensure the print will last).

Our eco- conscious packaging includes gallery quality backing board (700gsm) 
made from thick boxboard material (100% post consumer waste recycled fibre, FSC 
certified) and a 47 micron polypropylene sleeve with resealable flap on the bag-
side. The bag can be reused, repurposed or recycled (REDCycle).

Our stickers are made from certified sustainable pulp and can also be recycled.

Size: A5    Wholesale: $7.50 per unit  |    RRP: $15.00 

Size: A4, 8x10 inch  Wholesale: $15.00 per unit |    RRP: $30.00 

Size: A3, 11x14 inch Wholesale: $25.00 per unit |    RRP: $50.00 

PRINTS



FLOWER
A5 | A4 | A3

# P07

BREATHE
A4 | A3
# P01

TOGETHER AT LAST (black)
A5 | A4 | A3

# P09

QUIET MOMENTS
A4 | A3
# P03

TOGETHER AT LAST (blue)
A5 | A4 | A3

# P08

NIGHT GARDEN
A4 | A3
# P02

FINE ART PRINTS 

THE LIVING ROOM
A5 | A4
# P04

THE STUDIO
A5 | A4
# P06

PLANT SHELFIE
A5 | A4
# P05



MOODS 1 (gold)
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P12

HELLO DREAMER
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P15

MOODS 3
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P14

MIDNIGHT BLOOMS
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P17

MOODS 2
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P13

MOODS 1 (pink)
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P16

MINI POTS
A5 | A4 | A3

# P10

PAINTED POT
A5 | A4 | A3

# P11



RAINBOW
A4 | A5
# P18

HUMMINGBIRD
8X10”
# P21

DEEP IN THE OCEAN
A4 | A5
# P24

PLAYFUL WHALE
A4 | A5
# P27

THE LEAF
A4 | A5
# P20

POT PLANT
8X10”
# P23

WHALE OF A TIME
A4 | A5
# P26

POT PLANTS
A4 | A5
# P19

TEA POT PLANT
8X10”
# P22

BLUE WHALE
A4 | A5
# P25

SEA LIFE
A4 | A5
# P28



BOTANICAL
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P29

TOUCAN
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P31

LEOPARD
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P31

FLAMINGO
8X10”  |  11X14”

# P30



Ordering:
No minimum orders. Orders can be placed by email. Please list the style code 
and quantity for each item.

Email: hello@edenwildedesign.com

Payment:
Invoices are sent via email once your order has been placed. Payment can 
be made through direct deposit, once payment has cleared stock will be 
dispatched. Some products will be printed to order and may have a 2-4 week 
turn around period.

Shipping: 
Shipping will be calculated once an order has been placed and added to the 
total order price. We ship via Australia post from our studio in Kiama, NSW. If 
you prefer items to be shipped via a particular carrier or account, please inform 
us upon order and we will do our best to accommo date your preference. Buyer is 
responsible for shipping charges. 

Returns: 
We do not accept returns. Please report any damage or errors within 3 days of deliv-
ery. Missing or damaged merchandise will be replaced accordingly.

Display:
If you require assistance with displays or need merchandising advice please let 
us know. We’d love it if you could photograph Edenwilde products in your store 
so we can share on social media and support your business!

Copyright: 
All work is ©Louise Jane Williams, Edenwilde . All rights reserved. Please do not re-
produce, use, or alter any work without permission from the artist.

ORDERING INFO

Edenwilde 
Illustrator | Designer: Louise Jane Williams
Website: www.edenwildedesign.com
Email: hello@edenwildedesign.com
Phone: 0414013482
Kiama, NSW


